
The EU's chief negotiator Michel Barnier is due to travel to London
today in what will be a last ditch attempt to reach a trade deal
between the EU and UK as both sides try to clear up the significant
issues which lie around fishing and competition policy going
forward. In-person talks had been put on hold after a member of
Barnier's team recently tested positive for the virus, with talks swiftly
moving online as a result. 
In a tweet this morning, Barnier confirmed he will return to the
preferred face-to-face negotiations: "In line with Belgian rules, my
team and I are no longer in quarantine. Physical negotiations can
continue. I am briefing Member States and the European Parliament
today. Same significant divergences persist. Travelling to London
this evening to continue talks with David Frost + team."
Talks between the two have continuously gone past unofficial
deadlines, with the latest of these set for next Tuesday. Even if a
deal is struck in the coming days, this leaves very little time for
ratification by the European Parliament, ahead of December 31st.
A no-deal Brexit at the end of this year would cause significant
uncertainty around the border on the island of Ireland, would spook
financial markets, and would also bring disarray to the delicate
supply chains that stretch across Europe and the UK. All of this, just
as the world is already dealing with an unprecedented shock from
the virus, and all of the economic costs associated with it.
EUR/GBP +0.38% to 0.8950, GBP/USD (cable) -0.21% to 1.3325,
FTSE100 -0.30% to 6340 at the time of writing.
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Risk assets slightly higher across the continent on Friday morning, following
France's beat of GDP expectations earlier: coming in at a quarterly result of 18.7% vs
18.2% forecasts. EuroStoxx50 once again breaching monthly highs shortly after the open
this morning, albeit on lower volumes as we head into the weekend. VIX marginally higher
this morning to $21.53 after US markets were shut for all of Thursday. Asian equities
mixed overnight.
Currencies: Despite seeing a quiet day, the Euro briefly pushed higher on Thursday to its
highest levels since early-September, trading $1.1925 this morning. GBP will be in focus
over the coming week as ongoing Brexit talks reach yet another deadline, with the
possibility of some sort of breakthrough over the weekend.
Safe-havens: Yields were lower in Europe yesterday following the release of the ECB's
minutes, German 10yr Bunds now amazingly yielding a negative 59 basis points as a risk-
on sentiment sweeps across every other asset class. Little to no movement in US
Treasuries as traders were away from their desks for Thanksgiving. We've seen a quiet
couple of days for gold following its significant drop earlier in the week.
Looking ahead: We are likely in for a very quiet end to the week, with no data points of
any major importance due until next week. However, investors will be waiting for any Brexit
news-flow over the weekend and into early next week, the latest deadline to be set for a
deal is next Tuesday December 1st.

Brexit

Central Bank of Ireland
Yesterday the Central Bank released its latest 'Financial Stability
Review', in which it decided to leave its key rules on mortgage
lending unchanged, while deeming that banks capital ratios would
remain well above regulatory minimums even in the event of further
financial stress and loan losses.
The bank's Governor, Gabriel Makhlouf, did caution that the
situation facing the economy is still "very challenging" with
"heightened uncertainty".  
Despite a recent pickup in mortgage demand, the central bank still
notes that mortgage lending in the 12-month period up to October
is down 18% when compared to the same period one year prior,
citing the fallout from the pandemic as the main driver of this move.
Yesterday's report lays out that a no-deal Brexit is currently the
biggest risk to our economy and financial system, and that is has the
potential to amplify the risks that are already present due to the
ongoing pandemic.


